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 NANO SILVER TECHNOLOGY 
Innovative microbiological protection
 
A secret of reliable quality of VAYER® products lies in nanoparticles.  
From among them we have selected a real jewel which enriches the elements  
of our collection. Dipping our products in it, gave them a new advantage:  
washbasins, bathtubs and shower trays are covered with antimicrobial coating  
which fights bacteria and prevents their development.  

An innovative and specialized product with new properties allows targeting  
the offer to clients who are sensitive to safety and hygiene.  
The number of such client is constantly increasing, raising the level of public  
awareness in terms of microbiological protection.  
Our products are a perfect response to their requirements.

A self-cleaning bathroom  
which cares for your health –  
this is what we call technology  
of the future. Thanks to VAYER®  
brand it can become the reality  
of every modern household.
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Relaxing hydro massage
 
An air hydro massage is more delicate than a water one.  
Its main advantage is skin oxygenation and in case  
of using an ozonator pump it has an additional bactericidal, 
fungicidal and virusidal functions. 
An air massage ventilates the skin, increases blood  
circulation, relaxes muscles, joints and connective tissue.  
It is of particular importance in case of tension muscle 
pain, sciatica, intervertebral discs damage and many other 
diseases.

Baths with the air have also very valuable cosmetic  
advantages. They help remove pregnancy changes,  
reduce cellulite and improve condition of a skin.
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The green 
colour 
improves 
the mood 
and even 
supports 
metabolism.

The red  
colour  
supports  
circulation  
and evidently 
stimulates.

White colour  
in chromo- 
therapy  
improves 
well-being  
and inner  
peace.

Shades  
of blue help  
to calm down  
and support  
the treatment  
of rheumatism.

Innovative technology  
of maintaining the same  
temperature of water  
in a bathtub and additional 
heating in a bathroom
A bathtub is still the most important element  
of bathroom equipment for many people.  
A dream of constantly warm bathtub comes true  
because of our modern system VAYER® ETNA.  

Thanks to connecting it to central heating,  
a bathtub keeps the water temperature  
still as long as you want it, at the same time  
being a bathroom heater. 

The innovative design allows unlimited warm  
bathing saving water and energy.  

Patented by the best technologists antimicrobial nano silver coating or a bathtub heating  
system are the solutions which distinguish our products among the competition.  
The innovative VAYER® brand is also a universal and timeless design with temperament  
perfectly matching current trends. 
The most modern technologies together with creative thought, many years of experience  
and precision of human hands create exceptional products with unique properties.

  INNOVATIONS  BRAND
Comfortable bathroom everyday 
Chromotherapy
 
It is considered an alternative form of treatment with light and colour.  
It increases body immunity, lowers stress and creates a feeling  
of calmness and relaxation. Colours have their temperature  
and sharpness which can directly affect our mental and physical condition. 

Meet technological innovations  
created for your everyday comfort.
 
VAYER® is an exceptional native brand with unique technological solutions which clearly  
improve the comfort of use and which are rarely applied by other manufacturers.
We are constantly improving our products’ standard and quality by introducing further innovations. 
For our clients, we improve what seems already perfect. 

The diodes, integrated with a bathtub surface, beautifully 
highlight water and give it a colour which you can select.  
All you need is one button and the LED spotlights will  
light up the inside of a bathtub. 

Colours have great influence on our mind.  
They stimulate and relax as well.



Thanks to great technological 
innovations, bathing in  
the VAYER® OVAL series  
bathtub takes on a completely  
new dimension of comfort. 

In both models of VAYER® OVAL 
bathtubs it is possible to install 
lighting, a hydro massage  
system, an ozone system  
and a modern bluetooth  
sound system. 

The producer offers a modern 
siphon with pressure overflow 
in a set of a round bathtub.

194.100.058.4-4.0.3.0 PK
Oval freestanding bathtub  
with grooved panel 1940 x 1000 

160.160.058.4-5.0.3.0
Round freestanding bathtub  
with grooved panel Ø1600 
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Decorative grooves of a bathtub  
perfectly match the oval shape  
of water circles inside.

  OVAL
Original elegance
 
VAYER® OVAL is a characteristic series based on streamline shape of an oval.  
When creating this collection we aimed at combining technology with emotions,  
aesthetics with functionality. The shape of elements is distinguished by newly discovered  
asymmetry. VAYER® OVAL collection is the evolution of design based on mild geometry.  
Thanks to soft lines and grooves, a bathroom interior acquires a friendly character.  
The VAYER® OVAL series can successfully be integrated with both classic and modern style.

120.050.012.3-1.0.1.0
Double countertop washbasin
1200 x 500 x 105 

The offer includes three models  
of washbasins: column, countertop 
and inset washbasin.  

A washbasin without visible mounting 
holes allows a washbasin to be place 
anywhere in  a bathroom.

060.043.012.3-4.0.3.0
Countertop washbasin 
600 x 430 x 150

060.043.088.3-4.0.3.0 PK 
Column grooved washbasin
600 x 430 x 880 
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060.050.012.3-1.0.1.0 A
Single countertop washbasin
600 x 500 x 105 

060.050.012.3-1.0.1.0 B
Single countertop washbasin
600 x 500 x 105 

035.035.012.3-5.0.2.0 A
Inset washbasin 
Ø350
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Unbeatable quality
 
A freestanding VAYER® PURE bathtub is made of the highest 
quality acrylic panel reinforced with a mixture of resin  
and ground volcanic stone called amazonite. 

A bathtub made with this technology is durable,  
resistant to scratches and maintains its temperature.  
An outer acrylic layer provides high comfort of use  
thanks to smooth and warm surface. 

VAYER® PURE series  
is a unique offer for admirers  
of timeless simplicity  
and elegance. 

  PURE
Timeless clear form  
 
VAYER® PURE series is a unique offer for admirers of timeless simplicity and elegance.  
A characteristic oval shape and clear form of this series elements make it ideally  
suited to almost every style of arrangement. Perfect finish of details combined  
with technological innovations will delight and  meet the expectations  
of the most demanding recipients.  
VAYER® PURE is a universal style in the best elegant edition. 

194.100.058.4-4.0.3.0 PG
Oval freestanding bathtub 
1940 x 1000 

060.043.088.3-4.0.3.0 PG
Column washbasin 
600 x 430 x 880 
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060.043.012.3-4.0.1.0
Inset washbasin 
600 x 430 x 20

035.035.012.3-5.0.2.0 B
Countertop washbasin 
Ø350

All VAYER® PURE series washbasins 
are made of high quality marble 
conglomerate with antimicrobial 
properties.  

Options for chosing a washbasin 
make it possible to use  
a freestanding tap or a classic 
washbasin tap installed  
in a wall or on a countertop. 

Reinforced structure and filled edges  
of a bathtub provide the feeling of stability 
and solidity.
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Natural shapes
 
The inspiration for VAYER® BOOMERANG series  
was the nature itself where you can observe countless  
number of round shapes and curved lines. 

Even light runs along a curved line and falling water  
cascades take the shape of a boomerang.  
In this soft and fluid line hidden force and energy  
will add a dynamic character to your bathroom. 

All elements of VAYER® BOOMERANG 
series are available in many sizes 
and options to allow the arrangement 
of any type of a bathroom.

   
BOOMERANG
Inspiration from nature
 
In our projects we constantly strive to reach maximum harmony between sophisticated  
aesthetics and functionality. We want everyone who loves beauty to be able to  
implement the idea of synergy to their own vision of interior design.  

Thanks to modern technology we create products with exceptional properties.  
The bathtubs from VAYER® BOOMERANG series are made of the highest quality acrylic panel  
reinforced with a mixture of resin and ground volcanic stone called amazonite.  
The bathtubs have extra reinforced and filled edges.

Soon our offer will include  
new line of bathtubs  
with additional functions: 
modern hydro massage systems  
or a bluetooth sound system. 
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170.075.045.1-1.0.0.0
Rectangular bathtub 1700 x 750 

170.075.056.4-1.1.0.0
Rectangualar bathtub panel 1700 x 560 

180.080.045.1-1.1.0.00
Rectangular bathtub 1800 x 800

The offer includes lightning installation (chromotherapy) in options:  
external / internal / external and internal.

150.150.046.1-3.0.0.0
Symmetrical corner bathtub 1500 x 1500

170.090.045.1-2.2.0.0
Asymmetrical bathtub 1700 x 900 
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Clear and universal design  
and simplicity 
 
The inclusion of a curved line in our products resulted  
in a combination of innovative solutions with sophisticated 
functional form which will add splendour to both classical  
and modern interiors.

The idea of  VAYER® BOOMERANG  
comes down to one characteristic  
line that fits many styles.

090.090.002.2-6.0.0.0
Square shower tray 900 x 900  

090.090.002.2-7.0.0.0
Pentagonal shower tray 900 x 900

090.090.002.2-3.0.0.0
Semicircular shower tray 900 x 900 R550

120.090.002.2-1.1.0.0
Rectangular shower tray 1200 x 900

Discreet  
and functional  
 
All models of washbasins and shower trays from  
the VAYER® BOOMERANG series are made of marble  
conglomerate covered with antimicrobial coating. 
A characteristic feature of the VAYER® BOOMERANG series  
is a drain discreetly hidden under an aesthetic clap.
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  VOLANS 
DUAL COLOUR

151.072.040.1-4.0.3.0.1
Freestanding bathtub  
1510 x 720 

045.033.085.3-4.0.3.0.0
Freestanding washbasin  
455 x 330 x 850

045.033.033.3-4.0.1.0.0
Countertop washbasin 
455 x 330

The magic of colour in your bathroom 
 
Meeting the expectations of our clients we created a new elegant series  
in a classic and timeless style where we offer a two-colour freestanding bathtub,  
a countertop washbasin and a freestanding washbasin.

Minimalist style,  
ergonomic shape  
and optimal size allow  
to use the VAYER® VOLANS 
series even in standard 
small size bathrooms.   
All elements of the series 
are made of high quality 
marble conglomerate  
with antimicrobial coating. 
Subdued colours allow  
for a wide range  
of arrangement solutions.

Modern production technology  
of bathtubs cast from this series 
allowed for the use of internal  
linear overflow. 

01 02 03 0504

Available  
colour palette  
of external 
surface
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170.085.045.1-4.0.3.0.1
Freestanding bathtub 1700 x 850

  CETUS  CARINA
Comfort in XXL size
 
A freestanding bathtub is a dignified culmination of large stylish SPA saloon bathrooms.  
It gives the interior a touch of luxury and elegancy. A comfortable model of a freestanding  
new conglomerate VAYER® CETUS bathtub in XXL size is dedicated to big spacious bathrooms. 

The bathtub is available in five elegant colours from a standard palette  
used also for washbasins and shower trays.

Delicate oval line
 
For the most demanding admirers of hot bathing we have selected a luxurious line  
of oval conglomerate bathtubs with sophisticated, elegant design in five colours.
VAYER® CARINA bathtub has a perfectly contoured shape to provide a maximum bathing comfort.  

Thanks to modern conglomerate technology VAYER® CARINA bathtubs have perfect thermal  
insulation properties so that your daily baths last even longer.

180.085.040.1-4.0.3.0.0
Freestanding bathtub 1800 x 850
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A possibility to choose between  
an external chrome overflow  
and without overflow option.

In a VAYER® CARINA model  
a discreet slotted overflow  
was used. It is possible to use  
internal linear or round overflow.

In a VAYER® CETUS model it is possible to choose  
the colour of external surface from standard colour palette.

A characteristic shape of the bathtub with an elevated edge provides the comfort of use.  
Everyone will easily find the best support for the back and will relax enjoying the full pleasure of bathing. 
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  ROCK
Stone structure shower trays  
and washbasins
 
Thanks to modern production technology we received effective stone structure  
with an impressive pattern. It gives the bathroom interior a luxurious  
and natural character at the same time. 
VAYER® ROCK shower trays are characterised with unusual functional  
properties such as maintaining constant warm temperature  
and high resistance to abrasion as well as all kinds of dirt.  

Stone structure shower trays are available in gloss  
and elegant matt options.

080.080.001.2-6.0.0.0.0
Shower tray TAURUS 800 x 800

120.080.001.2-1.0.0.0.0
Shower tray TAURUS 1200 x 800

200.090.001.2-1.0.0.0.0
Shower tray TAURUS 2000 x 900 
(the possibility of cutting a shower tray to particular dimensions)

01 02 03 0504

Available  
colour palette  
of external 
surface

Stone  
structure 
washbasins
Conglomerate washbasins 
with a central counter,  
left or right are available 
in 5 colours and elegant 
stone structure. The longest 
washbasin can have  
a maximum dimension  
of 2700 x 505 or can be  
cut to minimum dimension 
of 600 x 505.

Washbasins LEO 
1210 x 505 / 2700 max - 600 min



  KRONOS
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090.090.008.2-6.0.0.0.0
Shower tray KRONOS 900 x 900

090.090.008.2-3.0.0.0.0
Shower tray KRONOS 900 x 900

100.080.008.2-1.0.0.0.0
Shower tray KRONOS 1000 x 800

200.090.008.2-1.0.0.0.0
Shower tray KRONOS 2000 x 900

140.090.008.2-1.0.0.0.0
Shower tray KRONOS 1400 x 900

The pleasure of bathing
 
VAYER® KRONOS shower trays are made of the highest  
quality conglomerates of matte stone structure. 
The material has non slip properties which guarantee  
safety of use. 
Smooth surface makes it easy to keep shower trays  
clean and eliminates the growth of dangerous bacteria.  
Conglomerate perfectly keeps them warm and provides  
optimum temperature even during long baths.

01 02 03 0504

Available  
colour palette  
of external 
surface
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The charm of matte stone 
 
VAYER® KRONOS is a series of conglomerate shower trays available in seventeen sizes  
and five standard colours. Aesthetical subtle pattern with a delicate non slip  
structure creates an original visual effect in a bathroom.

The material is colored in mass which means  
any that any scratches which can occur during use  
are easy to remove by polishing. It guarantees flawless 
appearance of the shower trays for many years.

Available sizes
900 x 900 square
900 x 900 semicircular
1000 x 800
1200 x 700
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 700
1400 x 800
1400 x 900
1500 x 800
1500 x 900

1600 x 800
1600 x 900
1700 x 800
1700 x 900
1800 x 800
2000 x 900



  LIBRA

01 02 03 0504

Available  
colour palette  
of external 
surface

Geometric simplicity 
 
VAYER® LIBRA is a name of unusual, modern rectangular  
countertop washbasins made of mineral material. 

A large bowl provides comfortable use and a modern line  
perfectly harmonises with minimalist interiors of modern  
bathrooms. Profiled rims and edges add a distinctive character  
to simple geometric solids.
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120.053.015.3-1.1.1.1.0
Left countertop washbasin 1205 x 535

120.053.015.3-1.2.1.1.0
Right countertop washbasin 1205 x 535

060.053.015.3-1.0.1.1.0
Single countertop washbasin 605 x 535

120.053.015.3-1.0.1.1.0
Central countertop washbasin 1205 x 535

The design of VAYER® LIBRA  
countertop washbasins basically 
comes down to maximum simple 
form and modern technology.  

All models of washbasins  
are available in five standard colours.

160.053.015.3-1.0.1.2.0
Double countertop washbasin 1605 x 535
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